THE PANDEMIC AND THE SKILLS FACTOR

Accelerated attention to ‘the Future of SKILLS’

Skills attention within Active Labour Market Programs

Engagement of actors and individuals in Life-long Learning
RE-ORIENTING THE SECTOR

SKILLS in FOCUS
ETF ACTIVITIES TO SUPPORT THE SECTOR – DATA ANALYTICS

- Studies and analysis of future demands
- National level /future of skills studies
- Smart Specialisation- Skills Focus
- Job vacancies in real time – Big data
ETF ACTIVITIES TO SUPPORT THE SECTOR - CRAFTS AND GREEN

Focus on CRAFT in partnership with Michelangelo Foundation – innovation from the ground

Focus on GREEN addressing policies and investments impacting future demands
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ETF ACTIVITIES TO SUPPORT THE SECTOR

- Active labour market policies
- Career and lifelong guidance

ETF-ILO joint event on “Career development support at the heart of lifelong learning systems” | ETF (europa.eu)

Online event "Innovation and Adaptation of Active Labour Market Policies to Changing Economic and Social Conditions" | ETF (europa.eu)
GREEN
LIFE-LONG LEARNING
PARTNERSHIP
Smart Specialisation – Montenegro ‘Sustainable Health Tourism’ Skills for smart specialisation in Montenegro: Understanding and managing skills as a key resource for growth and competitiveness | ETF (europa.eu)

Future of skills studies – Example from Morocco The future of skills: A case study of the agri-food sector in Morocco | ETF (europa.eu)

Skills for the future: CRAFT sector Craftsmanship and Skills for the Future | Open Space (europa.eu)

Big data Big Data for Labour Market Intelligence (LMI) – building the system with Online Job Vacancy data of two countries (Tunisia and Ukraine) | ETF (europa.eu)

Big Data training for LMI - Online Job vacancy analysis virtual training programme - 8, 10 and 15 June | ETF (europa.eu)

https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/tabulaex/viz/ETF-BigDataLMI-Tunisia/Time